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In This IssueWhen the editor and assistant editors began discussing ideas for a
special section of the Grand Valley Review, we considered a number of
topics. We were looking for a topic with broad appeal to which a wide
variety of faculty and staff might respond. In light of many issues that
press to attention in academe-including distance learning, new pedagogical tools, and the urgency of retraining ourselves to face the demands of technology and our technology-savvy students-technology
seemed to be on everyone's mind.
Technology is a topic that brings to the foreground strong feelings
because of the number of questions raised: how much technology is
useful in the classroom? how much of the university budget should
technology receive? is long distance education equal to education in a
traditional classroom? is technology subject to our whims and desires,
or is it running us? Not all of those receive attention in this issue, but
perhaps some groundwork for evaluating these questions can be found
by reading the articles and literary work in section II of this issue of the
Review. We did not expect that humor would be one implied remedy to
the onslaught of technology. It is a welcome addition, in articles by Bill
Bell and Lorelle Thomas. Bob Fletcher provides a very useful overview
of the GVSU perspective on funding and technology, as well as future
possibilities.
This issue opens with Kathy Muehlemann' s essay that was delivered as a talk to the Grand Valley Classical Forum. Her essay is a meditation on an encounter with art. Lest we forget, she reminds us that to
experience art fully, one must be awake to experience. In a similar vein,
in a sense, Tony Parise argues for a full response to life and work, not
simply a "professional" fa<;:ade. Robert Mayberry's comments on receiving an award from the French Minister of Agriculture remind us of
the particular virtues of the concept of regional. Two reviews conclude
our issue.
I am delighted to include poets both from campus and afar. Writers
Dan Gerber and Cynthia Macdonald were featured in a poetry reading
in October 1998 at GVSU, though they reside in Key West and Houston,
respectively. Julie Fiedler and Jackie Bartley have both visited and/ or
taught at GVSU in past years. Jim Persoon, Kim Ranger, James David
Ballard, and Laurie Macdiarmid are "our own" writers: look for their
presence around you.
The editorial staff wanted the Review to have a new look, a more
progressive design. As readers can see, we now have a larger page, a
two-column format, and photography. English professor Dan Royer
has taken on an increasingly active role in the design and production
of this issue and we welcome him as Grand Valley Review's new editor.
I also want to thank Art and Design student Trent TerHaar for consulting with our staff about artistic matters. Please send suggestions, ideas,
and your letters to Professor Royer in 2343 Mackinac Hall. If you have
an article or an idea you would like to discuss for an upcoming issue,
please let him know as soon as possible.
-PC
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